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Topic A: Rights of Prisoners

An estimated eleven million individuals worldwide are currently incarcerated in global 
prison systems. As human behavior is impossible to regulate in its entirety, prisons are 
a result of human behavior posing a threat to the stability of a society and serve as 
a way to correct these errors in behavior. Prisons, however, are not built equally, and 
violations from extremely long sentences, overcrowding, sanitation issues, and extreme 
mental and physical health issues run rampant. There are vast differences in treatment 
of prisoners globally, and prisoners can sometimes be treated as animals due to the 
magnitude of the torture and inhumane treatment that they face. Because prisons are a 
part of every society of the United Nations member states, the United Nations itself has 
established distinct policies on the rights which prisoners are entitled to based on both 
their human and incarcerated conditions. However, many nations violate these principles 
within their prison system, causing great harm to their prisoners.

Addressing the rights of prisoners and further developing standards for the treatment of 
prisoners themselves are extremely important issues for the international community to 
address because each and every nation is affected by the system of incarceration. While 
there may be vast differences in the way in which prison systems are set up by nation, 
the basic principles and ideals that govern incarceration are an aspect of the topic that 
can be addressed by the entire international community. 

I chose this topic to discuss in SOCHUM because I think it is the perfect topic for 
the wide range of nations which this committee has to collaborate with to develop 
improvements to the prison systems globally. The global prison population is growing 
exponentially, and I think that this topic will develop ways to address reforms to this 
system, but also ways to prevent potential future prisoners from being incarcerated.

I encourage you in your research to gain a global view of the issue at hand! There is 
NOT one universal standard for prison treatment, and gaining knowledge of how prison 
systems differ in different nations is integral for creating solutions that are applicable 
globally. Consider ways prisons can be reformed currently, but also long-term solutions, 
such as reducing prison populations or changing standards for incarceration, or 
considering alternatives to the traditional prison system. As this committee represents 
the humanitarian aspect of the United Nations, remember to think about how prisoners 
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are entitled to their basic human rights, and how to ensure that they indeed have these 
rights even though they are incarcerated.

I look forward to meeting all of you!

Topic B: LGBT Discrimination in Religiously Controlled Nations

In the last twenty years, the push for LGBT rights globally has begun to take off. With 
nations across the globe beginning to legalize same-sex marriage and develop anti-
discrimination laws, acceptance surrounding LGBT individuals is growing. On the 
contrary, however, discrimination against LGBT individuals runs rampant in nations 
which have strong religious affiliations or pressure. As many religions do not condone 
homosexuality or any same-sex relations, these nations with religious affiliations have 
explicit policies which discriminate against and punish LGBT individuals. Many times, 
LGBT individuals face such extreme persecution by the very societies which they are a 
part of that they face extreme consequences, such as imprisonment, or are even forced 
to flee their own nations. While religion is indeed an integral part of many societies, 
utilizing it as a justification for persecution and discrimination against LGBT individuals 
violates international standards for the basic human rights of individuals worldwide.

The intersection between sexuality and religion provides an interesting crossroads for 
this committee to address. It is important to remember that this topic is not aimed 
at focusing on one specific religion or one specific region of the world, and in your 
research, I encourage you to find the many instances of LGBT discrimination throughout 
the world. This topic will also focus on how people use religion to justify discrimination 
against LGBT individuals, even if it may not be an official state policy. The goal for this 
topic is not simply to create solutions in favor of or against homosexuality, but rather 
to look at ways to reform the societies which LGBT individuals are persecuted in, both 
short and long term!

I chose this topic because the persecution of LGBT individuals in many religiously 
affiliated nations is so extreme it is dehumanizing. From censorship of LGBT topics to 
imprisonment of LGBT individuals, the LGBT community is being targeted in many 
nations, and this committee will analyze the various ways in which we can implement 
solutions to prevent future discrimination and persecution.

This topic is extremely sensitive, but extremely pressing to address, so please keep this 
in mind while researching and creating solutions. However, it is integral for the flow of 
our debate to stay in line with your country policy, so please do so, and put aside your 
own personal beliefs and take on the perspective of your nation!


